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ABSTRACT
[1]

We present experiments of upraising and relaxing topographies showing that

peneplanation can occur above the ultimate base level (sea level). After active uplift, the
erosion of a topography bounded by a piedmont generates a final smooth and highly elevated
topography. Smoothing at high elevation is even possible during active uplift if the evolution
of topography is disrupted by the deposition of the products of erosion on its piedmont which
is the case at the transition from underfilled to overfilled conditions in foreland basins.
Keywords: relief dynamics, uplift, erosion, sedimentation, denudation, experimental
modeling, low-relief, high-level, geomorphic surface, applanation.
INTRODUCTION
[2]

The origin of low relief erosion surfaces lying at high elevation in mountain belts

throughout the world has been long debated (e.g. Davis 1911, de Sitter 1952, England &
Molnar 1990, Molnar & England 1990, Gregory & Chase 1994, Leonard 2002, McMillan et
al. 2002, Molnar 2004). Most previous interpretations have considered that those were
remnants of peneplain worn near to sea level, which has been later uplifted by post-orogenic
tectonics, then dissected by recent streams (e.g., Davis 1911, Tweto 1975, Epis et al. 1980).
An implicit concept to those interpretations is that relief subduing is concomitant with surface
elevation lowering near to sea level, and thus remnants of peneplain at high elevation require
tectonic uplift to occur. On the other hand, Molnar and England (1990) have proposed that
uplift of the peneplain remnants was the isostatic consequence of Pliocene-Quaternary
climate-driven dissection, not the cause. But erosion-driven isostatic uplift appears to have a
limited effect and cannot account for overall assumed uplift of peneplain remnants from near
sea-level to their present elevation (e.g., Gilchrist et al. 1994, Montgomery 1994, Small &
Anderson 1998, Leonard 2002). Alternatively, other works have appealed for deep mantle
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processes to account for large scale uplift of such low-relief surfaces (e.g., Leonard 2002,
McMillan et al. 2002).
[3]

Several works have recently suggested that piedmont sedimentation in foreland basins

corresponds to the rise of the base level for mountain belts erosion, resulting in reducing
erosion rate (Baldwin et al. 2003, Babault 2004, Pelletier 2004, Babault et al. 2005a, Carretier
& Lucazeau 2005). In particular, from the relation between piedmont sedimentation and
erosion pattern in the Pyrenees during the Cenozoic, Babault et al. (2005b) reach the
conclusion that relief subduing does not necessarily equate to surface elevation lowering, so
that relief of mountain chains can be smoothed at high elevation. We use a similar
experimental approach as Babault et al. (2005a) who have investigated the influence of
piedmont sedimentation on the relation between denudation rate and uplift rate of upraising
mountain belts. Here, we investigate the effect of piedmont sedimentation on local relief and
we describe the mechanisms by which a relief is subdued at high elevation.
EXPERIMENTAL MODELS
[4]

The experimental design we used is the same as described in Babault et al. (2005a). It

is made of an erosion box (600 × 400 mm and 500 mm deep) filled by a material to erode, a
silica paste which consists of silica powder (D50 = 10 μm) mixed with water (20%). The
silica paste is uplifted within the erosion box by moving the base of the erosion box, the
movements being driven by a screw and a computer controlled stepping motor. In some
experiments, a plateau is added at the top of the erosion box, allowing deposition of the
eroded products from upstream (herein referred to as “piedmont sedimentation”). The erosion
box is located in a rainfall simulator, where four sprinklers deliver a high-pressure water-air
mixture * . All experiments run under the same rainfall rate of 120 ± 5 mm/h, as in experiments
in Babault et al. (2005a). To construct 0.5 mm square-grid digital elevation models, we stop

*

Figure 1 and 2 in supplementary material.
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the uplift and rainfall devices every 30 to 60 min. Topographic information is derived from
optical stereo data acquired with the Advanced Topometric Sensor developed by the GOM
Company.
[5]

At first we use the experiments previously performed by Babault et al. (2005a) to

analyze the evolution of local relief within a rising zone, without piedmont sedimentation. We
also refer to experiment where piedmont sedimentation is allowed after a first phase of
erosion of an experimental landscape submitted to constant uplift but without deposition
(Babault et al., 2005a). Subsequently, we present new experiments that investigate the effect
of piedmont sedimentation on the relationship between the local relief and the mean elevation
during a post-uplift decay of the topography. The dynamics of the local relief is studied by
analyzing the variation of the mean local slope of the experimental landscapes (within the
erosion box), the local slopes being computed over two adjacent pixels of the DEMs in the
steepest direction.
Effect of an emergent piedmont on the local relief of an uplifting topography
[6]

The first set of experiments (Babault et al. 2005a) runs under constant uplift and

rainfall rates, without piedmont deposition. Different uplift rate values have been applied (5,
10, 15 and 20 mm/h). In each experiment, rills first develop from the borders toward the
centre of the erosion box when the mean elevation of the experimental landscapes increases,
defining a growth stage of the topography. After 300 min, the mean elevation reaches a
constant value defining a macroscale steady state stage for the relief dynamics (Hack, 1960)
where the output eroded flux balances the input uplifted flux. The mean elevation (<h>) of the
steady state topography increases linearly with the uplift rate (U) (Lague et al. 2003, Babault
et al. 2005a). As for the mean elevation vs. uplift rate relationship, the mean local slope <s>
increases with U (Fig. 1).
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In a second step, we add a plateau around the steady-state topography (for U = 15

mm/h) at t = 600 min and we carry on the experiment at the same uplift and rainfall rates (Fig.
2B). The piedmont sedimentation that starts to surround the uplifted topography induces the
onset of the mean elevation growth and the disruption of the previous macroscale equilibrium.
Although the uplift and rainfall rates remain continuous, the end of the steady-state at t = 600
min and the revival of surface uplift mean that the mean denudation does not longer balance
the input flux (Fig. 2B) (Babault et al. 2005a). At the local scale, the inhibition of erosion
goes with a modification of the local relief. The transversal topographic profiles evolution
(Fig. 2A, 2C and 2D) show an increase of the elevations with time, concomitant with a
decrease of the local relief. The smoothing of the upraising topography starts downstream and
propagates upwards. At t = 615 min, the topography is only smoothed in the downstream
parts (Fig. 2C) whereas the local relief of the upstream parts is not modified until t = 630 min
(Fig. 2D).
[8]

The piedmont deposition raises the limit between the erosion zone and the deposition

zone, i.e. the base level for erosion. As a result, the uplifted zone rises at a relative uplift rate
(Ur) that depends on the aggradation rate (Uf) (Babault et al. 2005a). Since the onset of the
piedmont sedimentation, the relative uplift rate decreases from the initial value of U =
15mm/h down to U = 10 mm/h (Fig. 2B). As the local slopes depend on the uplift rate (Fig.
1), the decrease of the relative uplift rate then induces the smoothing of topography † . It is also
responsible for the decrease of the local denudation rates (Figure 3) ‡ , before and after the
onset of the piedmont sedimentation. Figure 3 also shows that the subdued topographies are
erosional surfaces, i.e. smoothing does not result from the infill of the depressions by erosion
products but from lowering of valley slopes by erosion (except between 600 and 615 min and

†
‡

Figure 3 in supplementary material.
Figure 4 in supplementary material.
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only for the channelised downstream parts). It is to note that the ongoing uplift leads
eventually to a dynamic equilibrium of the topography, characterized by a progressive reincrease of the local relief as the piedmont aggradation rate decreases (see Babault et al.
2005a).
Effect of piedmont deposition on mean elevation dynamics following the cessation of
active uplift
[9]

In this new set of experiments, we first look at the evolution of the topographic decay

of a previous steady state topography with free borders (Figure 4). At t = 0 the denudation is
at equilibrium with U = 15 mm/h and afterwards the experiment runs without uplift. Figure 4
shows the decay of both the mean elevation <h> and the mean local slope <s> from the initial
steady state topography to the final relaxed one. The mean elevation evolves following an
exponential decay of the form:
y = y 0 + Ce − x / τ

(1)

with y0free = 6.4 mm, C free = 15.4 and τ free = 90 y-1 (r² = 99.5 %).
We perform another relaxation experiment but we add a plateau just after uplift is stopped,
allowing piedmont sedimentation to develop. The pattern of the decay of topography is
similar to the previous experiment with free borders, the respective value of the terms of
equation (1) being:
y0piedmont = 11.8 mm, C piedmont = 8.2 and τ piedmont = 100 y-1 (r² = 98 %)
The value of the mean local slope at infinite time is similar in both experiments (Fig. 4,
<s>final ∼ 3.5°), but a main difference exists that is the much higher final mean elevation
reached in the experiment with piedmont (y0piedmont = 11.8 mm) compare to the experiment
with free borders (y0free = 6.4 mm). This difference in elevation (5.4 mm) almost corresponds
to the elevation of the fan apex at t = 425 min (<h>f = 6.5 mm).
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DISCUSSION
[10]

Numerical modeling and laboratory experiments have already stressed the effect of

piedmont deposition, on time scale of mountain denudation and erosion dynamics in
mountain catchments, as corresponding to the rise of the efficient base level of mountain belts
(Pelletier 2004, Babault et al. 2005a, Carretier & Lucazeau 2005). In the present work we
focus on this effect with regard to the local relief in mountain belts.
[11]

The experiments show that relief subduing, which corresponds to local slope decrease,

may develop during the new growth stage of an uplifting topography initially at steady state
in response to the development of an aggrading piedmont. They also shows that the
development of a piedmont during relief decay induces relief subduing at high elevation, the
value of which is a function of the final elevation reached by the piedmont apex. In both types
of experiments, relief subduing results from the rise of the efficient base level of the uplifting
topography.
[12]

The dominating process by which the peneplanation develops is most probably a

hybrid process between detachment-limited and transported-limited models. Indeed, in this
type of experiments, local slopes and mean elevation decrease with increasing precipitation
rates. A detachment-limited process predicts an inverse correlation suggesting that the rate
limiting process governing the evolution of the experimental channels is the transport of
sediments rather than the rate of bed incision (Turowski et al. 2006). However the upward
migration of the topography smoothing argues for a rather advective process, not a diffusive
one as predicted by a transported-limited model. Note that hybrid-type numerical model
encompasses these two-end members of landscape evolution model by introducing a varying
transfer distance. This suggests that the transfer distance may vary during experimental
peneplanation but this remains to investigate. More importantly, in both transport-limited and
detachment-limited model slope depends on the uplift rate. Hence the decrease of the relative
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uplift rate triggered by piedmont aggradation should allow the development of a peneplain as
well in both end-members.
[13]

The direct application of the experimental results to natural systems is not reliable, as

perfect scaling of laboratory-scale reliefs is nearly impossible (Crave et al. 2000, Hasbargen
& Paola 2000, Lague et al. 2003, Bonnet & Crave 2006). However, results from modeling can
be used to emphasize general concepts of landscape behavior (Bonnet & Crave 2006). Here,
the experimental results provide an alternative explanation in the long-standing debate on the
origin of high-elevation, low-relief surface remnants observed in several mountain belts
throughout the world, including the Southern Rocky Mountains, the Pyrenees, the Atlas (e.g.
Davis 1911, Birot 1937, Choubert 1945, de Sitter 1952, Scott 1975, Molnar & England 1990).
Most interpretations consider that uplift, whatever its origin is, is required to explain the high
elevation of low-relief surface remnants that are supposed to have developed near sea-level.
Isostatic rebound resulting from heterogeneous erosion or thermal mantle anomaly may also
account for post-orogenic uplift (e.g. Molnar & England 1990, Leonard 2002, McMillan et al.
2002, Molnar 2004, Teixell et al. 2005), but not for the whole elevation in most cases. For
example, paleobotanical data show that the present-day elevation of the low-relief surfaces in
the Southern Rocky Mountains was nearly the same as during the Late Eocene, suggesting
that these surfaces formed at high elevation (Gregory & Chase 1994, Wolfe et al. 1998). On
the other hand, according to Babault et al (2005b), the example of the Pyrenees strongly
argues for relief subduing at high elevation during post-orogenic decay as shown by the
second set of experiments. Indeed, neither post-Pyrenean tectonics nor mantle thermal
anomaly exist that can explain the uplift of low-relief surfaces in this example (Babault et al.
2006). As well, Pliocene-Quaternary, erosionally driven isostatic rebound does not account
either for most of the present-day elevation of these surfaces (Babault 2004, Babault et al.
2005b).
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As mountain belt building is generally accompanied by piedmont aggradation, this

suggests that relief subduing at high elevation is most likely an intrinsic erosional process to
post-orogenic decay of mountain belts.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure 1: Effect of uplift on the local slopes and the local relief of steady state topographies.
The transversal topographic profiles are parallel to the length of the models, at a distance of
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110 mm from the border of the uplifted zone. The mean local slope and the local relief
increase with the uplift rate. U: uplift rate; <s>: mean local slope.
Figure 2: Effect of an emergent piedmont on the local relief of an uplifting topography.
A: DEM of a laboratory experiment. The view corresponds to the topography at t = 645 min
(point “D” in B). The two series of transversal topographic profiles (black lines 1 and 2) on C
and D are located at a distance of 55 mm and 110 mm, respectively, from the border of the
uplifted zone. B: Macroscale evolution of the experiments with free borders (0 < t < 600 min)
and with a surrounding plateau (600 < t < 720 min). Open squares: mean elevation (<h>);
open circles: mean fan apex elevation (<h>f); grey triangles: mean denudation rate (D); black
circles: relative uplift rate (Ur). C and D: series of topographic profiles located in downstream
and upstream parts, respectively. It shows the progressive increase of the elevation and the
concomitant smoothing of the topography (from <s> = 23° at t = 600 min to <s> = 12° at t =
720 min) from the onset of piedmont sedimentation.
Figure 3: Effect of an emergent piedmont on the local denudation of an uplifting topography.
Local denudation rates are superimposed on the DEM of the topographies of experiments A,
B and C at t = 600 min, at t = 615 min and at t = 630 min, respectively (points “A”, “B” and
“C” in Figure 2B). Colored topography, from blue to red, corresponds to increasing
denudation rate, green corresponding to sedimentation. It shows the decrease of both the
local erosion and local relief that is induced by the piedmont deposition although the uplift
and rainfall rates (15 mm/h and 120 mm/h, respectively) are kept constant during the
experiment. The plateau is 250 mm large (measured from the border of the uplifting zone).
Note that except for the topography B, the smoothed topography is an erosional surface, i.e.
smoothing is not achieved by the infilling of depressions with the products of erosion.
Figure 4: Effect of piedmont deposition on the mean elevation in relaxation experiments.
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Open squares and black circles: mean elevations (<h>) of relaxation experiments with and
without piedmont sedimentation, respectively. Grey open squares: mean fan apex elevation
(<h>f). Relaxation experiments start from steady state topography. <s>s.s. is the mean local
slope of the steady state topographies for similar uplift and rainfall rates, and <s>final is the
mean local slope of the final topographies. The greater elevation of the smoothed topography
surrounded by piedmont almost correlates with the final elevation of the fan apex.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure 1: Drawing of the experimental apparatus that shows the erosion box filled by silica
paste and the moveable bottom used to simulate uplift. The erosion box is located within a
rainfall simulator where four sprinklers deliver a high-pressure water-air mixture.
Figure 2: Detailed picture of the erosion box at the end of an experiment. The uplifted
landscape is surrounded by a piedmont that formed by the aggradation of the products of
erosion. Lower left corner: detailed picture of a sprinkler.
Figure 3: Perturbation of a Steady State topography by piedmont deposition. Photos of the
experiment and evolution of its: mean elevation (<h>), mean fan apex elevation (<h>f), mean
denudation (D), relative uplift rate (Ur) and uplift rate (U). The piedmont sedimentation that
starts to surround the uplifted topography (photo and point “D”) induces the onset of the mean
elevation growth and then the disruption of the previous macroscale equilibrium. At the local
scale, the inhibition of erosion goes with a modification of the local relief. A smoothing of the
upraising topography starts downstream and it propagates upwards.
Figure 4: Perturbation of a Steady State topography by piedmont deposition. DEMs movie of
the experiment and evolution of its: mean elevation (<h>; blue squares), mean fan apex
elevation (<h>f; yellow circles), mean denudation (D; green triangles), relative uplift rate (Ur;
red circles) and uplift rate (U).
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